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notice to the man or woman who has
downloaded this knowledge

The knowledge contained in these pages is provided by we as mankind to you as mankind only;

We do not give legal advice; we share knowledge of law and of how those of mankind can take full

responsibility for themselves and those in their care;

You agree to take full responsibility for your use of the knowledge we share here; if you do not agree

with this, you should read no further;

The knowledge shared here is an overview only; it describes how a man or woman who knows their

rights, knows how to set their law, and knows how to press claims against those who trespass against

them, can protect themselves and those in their care;

You should not send the kind of notice we share here if you do not know how to do these things; a

man or woman who has this knowledge is powerful; a man or woman who does not have this

knowledge and does try to act as if they do, is likely to do harm to themselves and to others;

The greatest threat to the health and wellbeing of mankind on this planet at this time is the lack of

knowledge of the rights of mankind and of how to enforce those rights;

For a full understanding of law, your rights as one of mankind, and how to establish and

enforce your law and rights, we o�er an in-depth knowledge share

This knowledge is private, for those of mankind only; we share it with you in the private; and require that

you do not share this knowledge in the public domain, for we believe it may cause harm to do so; 

LEARN MORE HERE

https://rightsofmankind.thesovereignsway.com/


trespass by way of force - introduction
The government is not your enemy; in reality there is no such thing as 'the government' - it is a �ctitious

mind-control program; 

The fact that those of mankind may sometimes act as agents with �ctitious titles to make or enforce

so-called regulations that require persons to do or not do things, is merely a distraction from what is

true:
 

only those of mankind are capable to cause you harm, and only those of mankind
ever have caused you harm; 

And once you see this, the solution is simple;

to hold those of mankind who cause harm to account as one of mankind –
man/woman to man/woman

to protect yourself and those in your care, you must not allow any man or woman
who means to do you harm hide behind a title; you must always deal with the man

or woman only;

How much less scary does it sound to pursue and obtain remedy for harm from a single man or woman

than from a seemingly all-powerful 'institution'? 

When you set your law by way of notice to another man or woman, you state trespass to be what it is;

few of mankind will trespass upon the law or rights of a man or woman when given notice of said law;

those who do will need to provide remedy when said man or woman presses their claim for trespass; 



trespass by way of force -
vaccines & medical tests

And if a man or woman who at times administers vaccines or tests did trespass upon your rights in the

face of such a notice, you would have a claim for trespass by way of harm; 

It is important to note that at the time of writing, in most locations there is not yet any so-called

regulation which seeks to 'mandate' vaccines or tests by force; 

knowledge of the law for mankind is the remedy;

To protect yourself and those in your care from trespass by way of force of vaccines and medical tests,

you must state your law, as a man or woman, in regard to your property, in this instance your body or

the bodies of those in your care, by way of notice to each and every man or woman that intends to

trespass upon your rights;

Even if there were, it is only because you have not given notice of your law in regard to your property,

in this instance your body or the bodies of those in your care, that those of mankind who administer

said vaccines or tests are able to maintain the belief they have the authority to do so to you;

How many of those of mankind who at times act as agents with �ctitious titles do you think will need to

be held to account, as a man or woman before the law, for trespass by way of harm or force for

administering a vaccine or test by force, before no man or woman will ever again do so for fear of the

consequences?



By taking a title like person, citizen, employee, mister, freeman, etcetera, that is exactly what you do

though - you become the ship; you bind yourself to the game and you give away yourself, your

property and your rights;

When you play monopoly, you use a boot or a ship or whatever as a token to play; at no point do you

forget you are a man or woman sat at a table to play a game; at no point do you believe you are the

boot - you never actually become the ship; you would never consider letting the banker in the game

tell you what you can and can't do when you get up from the table; you would never let him take

ownership of the actual roof over your head; that would be crazy... right?

knowledge of the law for mankind is the key to be free;

the grand deception

The only way any of the legal codes, acts or statutes can apply to you is if you are willing to accept the

title of person, or citizen, or subject… doctor, nurse, farmer… something, anything, other than man or

woman;

A small number of those of mankind have conspired to create and sustain a system which uses legal

codes, acts & statutes to try to deceive and coerce those of mankind to harm each other; 

Many of those of mankind have been deceived to such extent that they are willing to do harm to each

other to enforce and comply with those legal codes, acts & statutes;

No man or woman is actually required to follow any of those legal codes, acts or statutes;

the greatest danger to you and those in your care is your willingness to do this, and

your lack of knowledge of how to stop doing it;

The so-called system is nothing more than an elaborate game of monopoly; the only thing that makes

it harder to see is that your token for the game happens to have a name that sounds similar to yours,

but it doesn't make you the ship, unless you take a title rather than to stand as a man or woman only;



law for mankind foundations

Property is that which a man or woman possesses, exclusive to all others in a society;

Human-rights are not rights, and civil-rights are not rights – they are bene�ts and privileges of the legal

society;

What is a notice, and why are notices so important?

A notice is the means by which a man or woman can:

 state the law regarding his or her property;

 remove controversy;

 claim remedy;

These things are the foundation of a free life and you cannot do them, or be certain of success in doing

them, except by proper notice;

What is trespass?

Practically, only a man or a woman who understands law actually has any rights;

Property is the foundation of the rights of a man or woman, because a man or woman has the ability to

set the law over his or her property;

Technically, a man or woman has the right to do anything which does not cause harm or loss to another

man or woman;

What are the rights of a man or woman?

The highest wrong a man or woman can do to another man or woman; not to be claimed lightly;

Trespass occurs ONLY where:



On the other hand if a man or woman who acts as agent with �ctitious title does you harm, 

, then you DO have an authorisation to require

that man or woman to provide remedy;

and you did

establish by notice the facts of a trespass by way of harm

What does 'require' really mean?

To obtain remedy for any trespass is simple when you have given proper notice, as a man or woman

only, to a man or woman only; and few will dare to trespass in the �rst place when you do;

It is the simplicity of the law for mankind, which is the hardest thing to grasp; it is the key to bring peace

and remedy to every area of life;

Require is where a man or woman has authorisation to tell another man or woman what to do in regard

to a certain matter;

So a man or woman who acts as agent with �ctitious title does NOT have the authority to require you to

do anything… unless or until you diminish your status as a man or woman to that of something which

the �ctitious title they claim has authority over (i.e. by taking a title yourself);

If one of these things has not happened, it is not trespass; no notice, no trespass;

 a man or woman fails to provide remedy for harm or loss to another man or woman after being

given proper notice of said harm or loss;

 a man or woman is given advance notice of the law of another man or woman's property, and

does trespass upon said laws and rights;

remedy by way of notice
There is no harm that could befall you within a society that is not trespass by a man or woman...

provided you have given proper notice of your law for your property as a man or woman;

It is immaterial whether a man or woman acts as an agent with �ctitious title when they cause harm; it is

a distraction only from what is true - that trespass by way of harm was done by a man or woman who

was given proper notice of the law of you as man or woman; 



There are a few basic rules that every notice should follow:

 It should start with the word ‘notice’;

 There should be no full-stop until your notice is complete;

 You should not express opinions or emotions – state facts and prove those facts by evidence

where necessary;

 Never make a threat;

 Use as few words as possible;

 Never explain yourself;

 Don’t use �owery language;

 Don’t use adjectives – adjectives diminish the power of words;

 You must autograph your notices;

 You need to send via a signed-for postal service, and ensure you retain proof of delivery;

 You must address the notice always to a single man or woman only – if you wish to present

notice to more than one wo/man, you need to send more than one notice;

How to write a notice

The video below gives an example of a notice that a man or woman might send, in
regard to trespass by way of harm of forced vaccines and or tests, to a man or
woman who sometimes acts as prime minister or state governor 

https://vimeo.com/444655835/fde1f86b9e


Verbal notice is �ne (oftentimes it's the only option) - you always need evidence
though, so be sure to make a recording;

Please note: it is extremely important that you establish yourself in the law for mankind – that you

know how to press a claim for trespass as one of mankind, and how to bring remedy at all levels of law

– before sending or giving any such notices; it is not complicated, but it is necessary;

it is only when you know how to do these things,
that you will not be called to;

You're approached in the street by a woman who at times acts as nurse; she is �anked by two men

who at times act as military personnel; they intend to test you for a virus; how do you deal with that as a

man or woman?

This next video gives an example of how you can give notice verbally when
confronted by a man or woman who acts as agent with �ctitious title;

This example notice is shared in audio format because we feel it is important that any notice you send

is your own creation; that it is made by your own hand, and that you feel able to stand by the words you

write as a man or woman;

https://vimeo.com/444694896/0926ad749d


knowledge of the law for mankind sets us free;

The application of the law for mankind is far greater than being able to lawfully reject innoculations,

vaccines and tests - it is the power to set your law to govern your life, so you can live life on your terms

without giving away yourself, your property or your rights to anyone ever again;

It is important to note that at the time of writing, in most locations there is not yet any so-called

regulation which attempts to 'mandate' forced vaccines for anyone, so in most locations, it is not

essential to send such a notice at this time;

To say however that with great power comes great responsibility is an understatement; with great

power also comes great consequences for the misuse of that power even if by ignorance; it is crucial to

also obtain a full understanding of the higher laws and how they operate upon those of mankind

before you attempt to apply this knowledge;

The only threat to we of mankind and to those in our care is men and women who act as agents with

�ctitious titles taking advantage of our lack of knowledge of our rights and how to stand as a man or

woman at law, to convert us into a person with a title that they control;

The beautiful thing about this is that we each have the power to extinguish the threat by establishing

ourselves in the knowledge of the law for mankind;

knowledge is power;

We highly recommend that you take this gift of time to learn the knowledge of your rights and how to

enforce those rights so that you CAN protect yourself and those in your care when the time comes…

For a full understanding of all layers of law for mankind, your rights as one of
mankind, and how to establish and enforce your law and rights, we o�er an

in-depth 12-week knowledge share

LEARN MORE HERE

https://rightsofmankind.thesovereignsway.com/
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